### Extended Caster Dolly

For use with 24 1/16" [611.2], 29 1/16" [738.2] & 36 1/16" [916.0] frame depths (single width)

---

**Dimensions:**
- **Inches:** [611.2, 738.2, 916.0]
- **Millimeters:**
  - 24 1/16" [611.2]: 609.6
  - 29 1/16" [738.2]: 736.6
  - 36 1/16" [916.0]: 916.0

**Tolerances:**
- **XXX ±0.15 [40]**
- **XX ±0.30 [79]**

**Exclusion:**
- The invention, design, detail, and technical data shown in this reproduction of our proprietary engineering drawings is the property of Equipco Electronics Corporation and must be used solely in considering the purchase from Equipco Electronics Corporation of the equipment or material designed. All rights in respect thereto are, thus this declaration, expressly reserved, specifically excluding the copying in whole or part without our written consent.